40 FORD FENDER FIX by Shannon Lilly

1. I have grown up around metal work and show quality paint jobs in my fathers shop since I could
walk and even though I am only 11 years old my Father has been training me on old discarded
fenders and such for sometime now. Together we are going to show you step by step how you can
do these procedures your self at home with some practice. Lets get started !

2. Here are some of the materials we will be using. Aviation paint stripper, safety gloves, spread
bowl for smaller amounts to apply, wide paint brush made of hair so it will not melt or friz using the
stripper. Wire brushes small to large. Scrapers and razor blades and always use a face shield/eye
protection and gloves. Do not panic if stripper gets on your skin simply rinse with water quickly and
it will come off and neutralize. Be quick about it though 60 seconds or less is best! Auto body
paint stores supply this type of stripper usually in 1 gallon size. If done properly you can strip a car
or truck with 3-5 gallons depending on how many layers of paint are on the body.

3. Coat the stripper on liberally, thick coats work best. My fathers shop is fully equipped so it
makes it a lot easier for me. You would do best to have a contained area to do this operation. I am
using an old 36 Ford Truck bed to keep all debris etc from getting on the ground.

4. A Close up of the stripper working shows a bubbling texture. This is good, usually urethanes,
enamels and undercoats strip in this manner. Lacquer based paint and primers tend to melt and
run off the sides of the panels which is messy and takes more clean up time.

5. I am wire brushing hard to reach areas like the backside of the wheel house in order to get
everything clean. Simply putty knife the large easy areas.

6. Flip the fender back over and coat the outside liberally. Keep your body away from the part to
keep stripper off your clothes,. An apron works well made from vinyl or rubber. My father says
working with a conscientious mindset is the only way to achieve world class results so he keeps
me in line on that and excepts no alternative!

7. Using a razor blade holder it is best to back drag the material off then pushing the blade because
it will tend to break and or chip the blade edge as it gets caught on any metal spurs when pushing.
Depending on how many coats of material you are removi ng the stripper is ready when it comes off
easily. Recoat as necessary. Never apply in the direct sun light and try to do this phase in the
cooler morning hours to keep it from drying out so fast.

8. Small detail brushes are used on areas like the recessed headlight edges and such. Be
careful when pulling the brush strokes back toward you as it will tend to flick residue at you during
that particular movement. It is best to wire brush pushing away only if possible to keep your self
clean.

9. Using a plastic tub I cleaned up and disposed of all debris properly in trash bags etc. Let it sit out
a while and dry up before disposing.

10. Using 7447 3M red scuff pads I used a combo of water and elbow grease. To avoid contact
with skin I am still wearing gloves. Scrub all remaining remnants of material off until only steel is
exposed.

11. She is clean and looking good as only a few spots were bare steel exposed for some time
which left those areas rusted and pitted, probably way before I was even born. I am only 11 you
know but my Dad likes training me early on, “ you know the story “ when I was your age I was
already doing this and that and this etc etc.

12. Tools of the trade I will be using. Body hammer, cut off tool, dolly’s, battery drill, pliers, slap
files, straight edge, face shield etc These can be purchased at auto body supply stores or US
Industrial Tool if needed.

13. There are a lot of nails/tacks that held the original welt cord where the fender mated against the
hood cowl. I will be carefully cutting the heads off and removing them.

14 Notice how I steady my hand against the fender so I can be precise.

15. A close up shows exactly where you need to cut the head without grinding any fender metal if
possible.

16. I then pull off the tack from the other side with a pair of pliers removing them all.

17. I held up yellow card board paper to show how wavy this edge has gotten from years of abuse.

18. First I take metal roofing squeeze pliers and straighten/shrink back the edge as best I can.
Home Depot has these tools.

19. A close up shows how well these pliers work.

20. First off I am using a hammer and dolly to smooth out edges nice for a good fit.

21 This angle shows how nice the edge is coming along.

21 B. Finished edge looks good,

22. Using angled vise grip pliers I pulled back an edge that was abused on the radius wheel well
edge.

23. Using an arched body hammer and dolly I took it a bit farther by tapping back in place the outer
edge radius.

24. A home made tubing radius dolly fits nicely into the back side to finish off its shape.

25 For final touch up on some different areas on the radius I used a float heel dolly on the outer
side and lightly hammer the back side until I am satisfied.

26. Next I use soft clamps and a block of wood using deep reach vise grips to hold the fender
securely. This also keeps from damaging the metal while performing the next steps.

27. Using a 007 Uniram vacuum blaster I blasted all the cracks in the metal to pin point the problem
areas.

28. Finding the very end of any cracks I drilled a small 7/64 hole to stop the crack from running.
and or creeping any more. Even though I will weld the crack up solid if I did not drill the very end I
would not create a permanent stopping point for the molecules of the metal to no longer have stress
so It must be done this way.

29. A close up shows where I have drilled at the very end of this crack.

30. I then use a cut off tool and slice a line to the drilled hole from the very edge. This needed to be
done to allow for metal fill and to allow for shrinking the fender in that area because the metal had
stretched so much that their was excess metal creating a bowed radius which did not look good.

31. I welded it up solid using a Hobart mig to fill the slice and hole.

32. As seen I am pointing to the edge to show the wheel well has a nice curve without having any
bow out as you will see many fenders of this style have at car shows due to not performing this
repair correctly.

33. On the back side edge I used a copper spoon to back up the slice to weld it properly.

34. Clamping it into pace gives you hands free repair ability. Notice the jagged edge from metal
missing. This spoon enables you to weld directly on the edge. Eastwood company sells them!

